CBR Postdoctoral Fellow Career Night
A night of posters, “refreshments,” and networking.

Join our esteemed guests:
- CDRD - Kaley Wilson
- LSI PMI - Rob Fraser
- Research & International UBC - Helen Burt
- UILO UBC - Lynsey Huxham
- Mitacs - Laurence Meadows
- Genome BC - Ellie Griffith
- Biochemistry UBC - Mike Krisinger
- Gowlings - Sonia M. Ziesche
- Mark Brown - UILO UBC
- Leisa Stenberg - STEMCELL
- Alaka Chatterjee - Borden Ladner Gervais
- Mark Groves - Novartis
- Hourik Khanlian - PDFO UBC
- Rachel Fernandez - M&I UBC

Tuesday, June 17th
5:00-7:00PM
Life Sciences Center, 4th Floor Pod